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Snapshot 

For those looking to score a deal on a 
home, foreclosed properties can offer a 
great opportunity, however the process 
of buying a foreclosed home can differ 
from traditional home sales. Here are 
some things to consider about            

foreclosure sales. 

The “As-Is” Sale. The lender is unlikely to 
make any repairs. What you see is really 
what you get. This shouldn’t necessarily   
discourage you from buying a foreclosure, 
but you’ll need to figure out if the cost of    
repairs will offset the discounted offer price. 

Knowing What You’re Getting Into.  With 
most traditional purchases, you’ll likely get 
some disclosures from the current owners 
about the state of the home, however a 
lender has no history with the home, so 
don’t expect to get a run-down of problems 
before you move in. Make sure to get a 
good home inspector to identify any issues. 

Don’t Assume They’ll Take Any Offer.  
While a foreclosed home can often be a  
bargain, you shouldn’t expect the lender to 
accept a lowball offer. Even in a market 
flooded with foreclosures, a bank might balk 
at a low offer, preferring to wait until housing 
prices bounce back rather than take a huge 
hit on the investment.  

It Takes More Time.  With a traditional 
home sale, you can expect to find out if your 
offer has been accepted within a day or two,  
however when buying from a financial       
institution this process can take weeks. So 
have patience and don’t freak out if you 
don’t immediately hear back from the seller. 

Foreclosure FYI 

1 & 1/2 teaspoons olive oil 

1 cup diced peeled sweet potato 

1 cup small cauliflower florets 

1/4 cup thinly sliced yellow onion 

2 teaspoons curry powder 

1/2 cup vegetable broth  

1/4 teaspoon salt 

1  can chickpeas, rinsed and drained 

1 can diced tomatoes, undrained 

2 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro 

1/2 cup plain Greek yogurt 

 

Heat olive oil in a large nonstick skillet 

over medium-high heat. Add sweet pota-

to to pan; sauté 3 minutes. Decrease heat 

to medium. Add cauliflower, onion, and 

curry powder; cook 1 minute, stirring mix-

ture constantly. Add broth and next 3 in-

gredients (through tomatoes); bring to a 

boil. Cover, reduce heat, and simmer 10 

minutes or until vegetables are tender, 

stirring occasionally. Sprinkle with cilant-

ro; serve with yogurt. 
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Heat olive oil in a large non-

stick skillet over medium-high 

heat. Add sweet potatoes to 

pan & sauté 3 minutes.         

Decrease heat to medium. 

Add cauliflower, onion  and  

curry powder & stir mixture 

constantly for 1 minute. Add 

broth, salt, chickpeas &      

tomatoes. Bring to a boil. 

Cover, reduce heat, and     

simmer 10 minutes or until 

vegetables are tender.     

Sprinkle with cilantro and 

serve with yogurt. 
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4 Fall Home Tips for Western Maryland 
 Fall comes a bit early in the Mountains and with that comes well-timed vibrant fall color that you can use to showcase 

your abode.  Take our best local tips on how to keep your home fresh and full of appeal this autumn. 

Keep your landscaping “In Season”. Nothing is a turn off more than dead plants. Make sure to pull up those post-prime 
annuals and replace with seasonal color that does well in our area. Mums, ornamental cabbage and pansies do very 
well and add a splash of seasonal color in our  climate. 

 Make the front door the focal point. Maybe it needs a new coat of paint, or dress it up with a simple seasonal wreath.  
Whatever you decide, don’t obscure it from the street with shrubs or clutter.  This will look messy and take away 
some valuable character. 

Let your light shine. Outdoor lighting is not only increasingly useful as the days become shorter in the mountains, but 
the glow will add some visual warmth to your home on the frosty evenings. Landscaping experts in our area have 
told us that if you’re going to invest in outdoor lighting, do not buy solar powered anything. Instead, install wired 
lighting and put it on a timer so you need not worry about it. 

Do something unexpected. Each year that I set out real pumpkins, they become all mushy after the frost hits them.  
Gourds come in a variety of shapes sizes and colors and have more durability than your standard orange jack-o-
lantern. So bring those pumpkins inside and decorate outside with more hardy items that will withstand the cold.  

What are Zombie Foreclosures? 

Zombie foreclosures are properties that have been abandoned by their owners but the title is still in the owner's 

name. This is because the foreclosure process has not been completed by the lender, servicer, or their attorneys 

yet. These homes often fall into disrepair with no one to maintain them for months or even years. They can 

sometimes attract vandals, thieves, and pests. Zombie foreclosures have been known to lower the property values 

of surrounding homes. They can also present another problem because property taxes don't get paid until the 

lender forecloses and sells them. 

Why Do Foreclosures Sit in this “Zombie” State for So Long?  

A “foreclosure” is a legal process where a mortgage company or bank takes back a home to satisfy the mortgage 

loan. Even after this foreclosure process is completed by the lender's attorneys, the next step is often cleaning the 

title (this should to be done so the home may be sold with proper title insurance to a buyer). All this takes time 

and there are many checks and balances in place to make sure mistakes or errors don't occur.  


